Vocal fold medialization with autologous fat
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Abstract

The autologous fat injection has been described as a method for treatment of dysphonia associated to presbylarynges, vocal fold paralysis, vocal cord scar, post-cordectomy type I-III and bowing. Its purpose is to augment the volume of vocal fold allowing improvement of phonatory parameters and voice perception through tools as video laringostroboscopy, Voice Handicap Index, GRBAS scale and maximum phonation time. We report two cases of autologous injection in patients with sulcus vergeture and post type V cordectomy with 2 months follow-up evaluation results.

Introduction

The use of autologous fat grafts has been described in some laryngeal pathologies as unilateral vocal fold paralysis and scars, presbylarynges, sulcus, and after cordectomies due to laryngeal cancer [1,2]. Autologous fat grafts are not rejected and provide optimal vibratory properties for the vocal folds and are relatively easy to manipulate. Abdominal fat, has been described as one of the autologous graft used; it is obtained and harvested during the same operation where the laryngoscopic injection is performed. This proceeding consists on inject the substance to add bulk to the vocal fold(s) and affords one potential for permanent fat retention and long-term effect [2,3]. Few studies, have evaluated the short- and long-term effects of abdominal autologous injection on voice outcome. These case series aim to describe dos cases of patients undergoing autologous fat injection on their vocal folds, one with previous Sulcus Vocalis and other after a type V cordectomy with CO2 laser [3,4], their follow-up and speech therapy changes valorated with video laringostroboscopy, Voice Handicap Index Score, GRBAS scale and maximum phonation time.

Method

Case number 1: Male patient, 57 years old, non-voice professional, no smoking consulted for dysphonia after 1 year. On the video laringostroboscopic evaluation a bilateral sulcus vergeture has been observed. His initial perceptual evaluation was perfomed with the score of GRBAS of Hirano [5] where each item was qualified from 0 to 3 (0=normal, 1 = mild, 2=moderate, 3=severe): Grade was qualified on 2, roughness 2 breathiness 2. A voice evaluation was perfomed on November 2017 maximum phonatory time was 8.5 seconds and VHI-10 result were 14 (moderate)

Dysphonia persisted after surgery and two surgeries executed for intracordal sinequia and fibrin on anterior commissure on april and May of 2017. After these follow-up appointments, dysphonia was qualified with the GRBAS scale with Grade qualified on 2, Roughness 2, breathiness 2; a voice evaluation was perfomed where maximum phonatory time was 8.2 seconds and VHI-10 result were 14 (moderate). For both patients after voice evaluation and video laringostroboscopic findings, an autologous fat injection was purposed for dysphonia management.

Surgical technique

An initial periumbilical injection between fatty and dermal planes with Klein solution (50 ml of lidocaine 1%, 1 cc of epinephrine 1:1000, on each 1.000cc of saline solution). After 15 minutes, 20 ml of fat were aspirered from the periumbilical region with a liposuction-like technique with a liposuction cannula using a 10-cc disposable autostatic Luer-lock syringe (Figure 1). The fat was put on 2 syringes and stand in one separated place of the surgical table, the inner piston was pulled out to create a vacuum and a decantation and emulsification processes were perfomed. The harvested Fat continued with a homogenization process and after, was put on three 1 cc syringes for vocal fold application.

The autologous fat application was perfomed with a transoral approach under video-microscopic control, a needle was put on the paraglottic space of vocal fold and at least one injection site was adopted, an augmentation of the entire vocal cord was seen during the proceeding. (Figure 2)

For patient of case number 1, a transoral approach was perfomed and 1 ml of fat was placed in each vocal fold after paraglottic access (Figure 3). On patient of case number 2, the same approach was made
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but on the left vocal fold, two injections were performed and on the right vocal fold one point was injected.

**Follow up**

Case 1: Patient was valorated two months after surgery on January 2018, The GRBAS scale was punctuated as Grade 1, Roughness 1 and breathiness 1; his maximum phonatory time was 11.2 seconds and the VHI-10 was obtained on 8 (mild). (Figure 3)

Case 2: Patient consulted after two months of surgery on December 2017, The GRBAS scale was punctuated as Grade 2, Roughness 2 and breathiness 1; her maximum phonatory time was 13.2 seconds and the VHI-10 was obtained on 10 (mild).

**Discussion**

These case reports described two patients with dysphonia and different larynx injuries: bilateral sulcus vergeture and Type V- cordectomy after laryngeal cancer. One with dysphonia associated to his laryngeal disorder and the other with persistent dysphonia after three surgeries who seeks for voice improvement. For both patients there were found major vocal fold gap on the video laringostroboscopy evaluation, after autologous fat injection, a relevant close of mentioned gaps were described. Voice assessment for patients, showed initial moderate scores on the Voice Handicap index and on GRBAS qualification showed moderate perception of voice. Both patients two months after autologous fat injection described dysphonia perception improvement mainly on breathiness qualification of GRBAS scale. These findings are associated to major glottic close obtained after autologus fat injections due to a volume augment on vocal folds that allowed less air leak and prolonged maximum phonatory time.

The improvement of maximum phonatory time has been described for authors as Hartl [8,9] on patients with autologous fat injection mainy after 6 weeks of follow-up [9,10], with mean difference of 6 seconds, our patients obtained a difference of 3 and 5 seconds respectively after two months follow-up. Even though some studies have described their improvement on VHI and maximum phonatory time [11] on 6 weeks follow up mainly in patients treated for vocal fold paralysis, vocal scars, post cordectomy type I- III and bowing [3,12], we described similar results in two months after surgery, obtaining for injuries as sulcus and post cordectomy type v similar values as reported in less time. We continue following our patients after 6 and 1-year fat injections, further descriptions about follow up will be done on the future.

Autologous fat injection is useful in sulcus and post-cordectomy treatment, being a viable procedure with objective improvement of the phonatory parameters, voice and dysponia perception.
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